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Multiscale Simulations & Research Focus

• Viral life cycles, vaccines / therapeutics (coronaviruses, dengue) & disinfectants .
• Membrane (protein) dynamics in the context of:
 (i) bacterial envelopes & antimicrobials;
 (ii) host-pathogen interactions, innate immunity (TLRs);
 (iii) mammalian protein drug targets.
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Structure-Function Studies of SARS-CoV-2 Spike

under revision (2023)

Novel Antibodies

J Mol Biol (2022) 434:167332
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Microbiol Spectr (2023) in press FEBS Lett (2022) 596:2566

Other Functional Spike Studies…

and CTD2 of the same protomer, lies close to
the S1-S2 boundary of the same protomer and
the FPPR of an adjacent protomer (Fig. 4B).
Inserting this wedge-like loop between the
NTD and CTD1 (Fig. 4C) may help secure the
positions of the NTD and CTDs.
CTD2 is formed by two stacked, four-stranded

b sheets, with a fifth strand in one sheet
contributed by the connector between the
NTD and RBD. In the other sheet, an inter-
strand loop contains the S1-S2 cleavage site,
and thus one strand is theN-terminal segment
of S2 (Fig. 4B). In the G614 trimer, one side of
the 630 loop packs along a long hydrophobic
surface, largely solvent-exposed in the D614
trimer, formed by residues on the upward-
facing surface of the CTD2 along with Pro295

from the NTD (Fig. 4D). Trp633 and Tyr636 of
the 630 loop appear to contribute to this in-
teraction. S1 dissociation from S2 requires
breaking the S2 strand from the second b
sheet. An ordered 630 loop that stabilizes the
CTD2 by closing off an exposed, hydrophobic
surface may retard S1 shedding, thereby en-
hancing the stability of a cleaved S trimer. We

note that the density for a fatty acid ligand
making contacts with the neighboring RBDs
in the D614 trimer is absent in all of the G614
reconstructions (fig. S11C) (37), which sug-
gests that the ligand is not required for three
RBDs to adopt the down conformation.
To test the impact of the 630 loop on S1

shedding and membrane fusion, we gener-
ated five S mutants, each containing a single-
residue change either in the 630 loop (W633A,
R634E, V635K, and Y636A) or the CTD2 hydro-
phobic surface (V610K) in the G614 sequence.
These mutants expressed the same levels of S,
with similar extents of cleavage between S1
and S2, as expected (fig. S12A). When de-
tected by monoclonal antibodies using flow
cytometry, mutants V610K andW633A showed
markedly lower binding of RBD-specific anti-
bodies [REGN10933 and REGN10987; (38)]
and of an NTD-specific antibody [4A8; (39)]
than the parental G614 S, whereas binding
to an S2-specific antibody [0304-3H3; (39)]
was slightly higher (fig. S12B). These results
are consistent with the hydrophobic interac-
tions between the 630 loop and CTD2 stabiliz-

ing the cleaved S1-S2 complex and preventing
S1 dissociation. The mutant V635K had wild-
type phenotypes in these assays, likely be-
cause V635 does not make any direct contact
with the CTD2. The mutants R634E and
Y636A showed intermediate levels of antibody
binding because Y636 appears to contribute
less to the 630 loop–CTD2 interaction than
W633, and R634may help maintain the loop’s
overall shape for inserting between domains.
Likewise, a similar pattern was observed with
these mutants in the cell-cell fusion assay, ex-
cept that Y636A showed substantially weaker
fusion activity than R634E (fig. S12C). Thus,
key residues important for stabilizing the S
trimer structure appear critical for membrane
fusion activity, as premature dissociation of S1
would lead to inactivation of the S trimer.
To further confirm the folding of the 630

loop in the G614 trimer, we collected addi-
tional data under slightly different conditions
and found the same three classes representing
the closed, RBD-intermediate, and one RBD–
up conformations (fig. S13A). There is relative-
ly strong density in both 2D class averages
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Fig. 3. Cryo-EM structures of the full-length SARS-CoV-2 S protein
carrying G614. (A) (Top) The structure of the closed, three RBD–down
conformation of the D614 S trimer is shown in ribbon diagram with one
protomer colored as NTD in blue, RBD in cyan, CTD1 in green, CTD2 in light
green, S2 in light blue, the 630 loop in red, and the FPPR in magenta.
(Bottom) Structures of three segments (residues 617 to 644) containing the

630 loop in red and three segments (residues 823 to 862) containing the
FPPR in magenta from all three protomers (a, b, and c) are shown. The position
of each RBD is indicated. (B to D) Structures of the G614 trimer in the
closed, three RBD–down conformation, the RBD-intermediate conformation,
and the one RBD–up conformation, respectively, are shown, as in (A). Dashed
lines indicate gaps.
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Druggable Pockets

Structure (2022) 30:1062
Structure (2022) 30:590

J Mol Cell Biol (2023) 14:mjac058

Inflammatory “Boosting”

Sanitizer MOA

J Mol Biol (2023) in press



Inflammatory Pathways: TLR4 Function & Inhibition

Endotoxic LPS / Lipid SARs Engineering Endogenous TCPs: Anti-Sepsis

Artur Schmidtchen (Lund University) 
- under review (2023)

► Guan Xue Li (LKC-Med) – ESKAPE bacteria
► Jose Bengoechea (Queen’s) – Y. pestis 
► Eicke Latz (Bonn) – mammalian fats 
- under review, 2023

Thrombin-Derived Peptides (TCPs)         
e.g. HVF18 - Nat Commun (2018) 9:2762.


